
For questions or concerns, contact our office at (217) 877-9117. 

PROVIDER UPDATE

As of January 1, 2023, Song Kang, PA, is no longer with Crossing Healthcare. For
nearly five years, Song has provided exceptional medical care to many of our
patients. While we are sad to see her go, we are grateful for her years of service and
dedication and wish her the best in her future endeavors!

Moving forward, Song's patients will be cared for by our new PA, Lubna F. Qasim. We
understand it is not always easy seeing a new provider. We assure you that we will
make the transition as seamless as possible, and you will still receive outstanding
healthcare services with us.

M E E T  L U B N A  F .  Q A S I M ,  PA

Lubna F. Qasim
Physician Assistant

My name is Lubna Qasim and I am a new PA here at Crossing Healthcare! I
earned my Bachelor’s degree from Benedictine University with a major in health

science and minor in psychology, and then went on to receive my Masters of
Physician Assistant Studies from Indiana State University. I am certified by the
National Commission on Certification of Physician Assistants and am part of

the American Academy of Physician Assistants. 
 

As a provider, I am devoted to practicing family medicine with special interests
in cardiovascular disease and diabetes management. I believe in empowering

my patients to pursue the best version of themselves, both physically and
mentally. My goal as a PA is to advocate for my patients and create

management routines that are both holistic and achievable by providing
encouraging support and nonbiased care. I believe change starts from within,

and as a provider my goal is to help my patients thrive by taking the steps
necessary to foster positive change in overall health and wellbeing. I am looking

forward to seeing you at Crossing!


